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At Forastiere Family Funeral Homes, we are here to help before, during, and after your loss. 
Our care encompasses the full circle of your experience...the full circle of your life. 

What's Inside
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Grief Support Groups

Widowed Support
For anyone who has lost a spouse. 

Every third Wednesday of the month 
from 6:30 PM to 8:00 PM 

Wednesday, April 20th
 

Wednesday, June 15th 

Survivors of Suicide
For anyone whose life has been touched by suicide.

Every third Monday of the month 
from 7:00 PM to 9:00  PM 

Monday, April 18th 
 

Monday, May 16th
 

Monday, June 20th

Family & Friends Support
For those who have lost a child, parent, 

siblings, dear relative, or friend. 
Every third Wednesday of the month 

from 4:30 PM to 6:00 PM 

Wednesday, April 20th 
 

Wednesday, June 15th 

Coping Addiction Loss
For those who have lost a 

loved one to substance abuse. 
Every first Wednesday of the month 

from 7:00 PM to 8:30  PM 

Wednesday, April 6th 
 

Wednesday, May 4th 
 

Wednesday, June 1st

All of our Grief Support Groups are free, open to the public, and do not require registration. 
All of our groups are held in our Grief Support Room at our 

Forastiere Smith Funeral Home, 220 North Main Street, East Longmeadow, MA. 
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Four Locations Ready To Serve 

Grief: Your Unwanted Journey
by Margie Kennedy-Reves, Ph.D 

When I looked up the word “journey” I was
disappointed to find that it simply meant
“traveling from one place to another.” I
thought poor old Mr. Webster must be a stern
and cranky fellow to describe such a
beautiful word in such plain terms. There are
many exciting journeys in our lives. Some
are planned and joyfully anticipated; others
are un-welcome, painful and immensely
challenging. Each one is a shaping force and
an important factor in our growth and
development.
Getting from one place to another especially
if it requires forging a new trail, can be the
hardest thing we may ever have to do. The
journey of grieving is frightening, hauntingly
lonely at times, intimidating, alarming and
sorrow full. Forced into it with little or no
preparation, many wonder about their ability
to endure the voyage.
No matter how strenuously we would hope to
resist the emotional pain, the death of
someone we love is the beginning of life’s
most unwanted journey. This journey is the
grief process.  (Continued on page 2)
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When a journey is well planned and highly
anticipated, most of the potential problems have
been eliminated. But when the bumps in the road
cannot be avoided, the hills, once only
challenging, become too steep to climb. There are
no familiar markers to show us the way and no
road map to tell us how far we must go before the
journey ends. Grief takes many forms and has
many faces. It appears to each of us in different
ways. It may linger with some longer than with
others. It may cut deeper to leave more noticeable
scars at times, but because grieving is a process
and a process is never static, it has a beginning and
here is the good news- it has an ending.
One of the best ways to get from one place
(feeling abject grief) to another (beginning to
rebuild our lives) can be achieved by learning how
to work through painful emotional feelings. If we
understand that positive shaping forces of growth
can come from the experience of loss, we can
begin to see bereavement as a necessary and yes,
even a valuable part of life. This is difficult to
imagine in the early days of grieving, but as you
work your way along this road avoiding as many
potholes as possible and heeding the numerous
warning signs, your grief trip can end safely at a
peaceful destination. What you learn about
yourself while traveling this unfamiliar road may
be truly enlightening.
No one can say that it is easy to embrace pain in
any form, and grief and loss can surely be one of
the most devastating pains known to man. But like
other suffering this pain can be successfully
treated and resolved. I have known people who
resisted “treatment” for grief. 
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One Song can spark a moment,
One flower can wake the dream.
One tree can start a forest,
One bird can herald spring.

One smile begins a friendship,
One handclasp lifts a soul.
One star can guide a ship at sea,
One word can frame the goal. 

One vote can change a nation,
One sunbeam lights a room.
One candle wipes out darkness,
One laugh can conquer gloom.

One step must start each journey,
One word must start each prayer.
One hope will raise our spirits,
One touch can show your care.

One voice can speak with wisdom,
One heart can know what’s true.
One life can make a difference,
You see, “IT’S UP TO YOU!

Grief: Your Unwanted Journey
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The Power of One 
by Ashish RamThey refused to acknowledge its force or energy for

they were afraid of “breaking down,” and
embarrassed by the intensity of all they were
feeling.
If these same people sustained a broken bone, they
would not pretend it wasn’t painful. Yet grief is an
emotional blow every bit as debilitating as a broken
bone. The pain is just as real and the recovery time
consuming.
In my experience, those who acknowledge grief and
learn to accept it as a part of their total experience
are able to master the skills required to deal with
each of their intense emotions as they arise. But
those who fail to recognize the grief process for the
journey it is, have little chance of negotiating the
dangerous curves they will encounter. Their
roadway to a new life will be a bumpy one, and
seemingly endless.
We don’t always have a choice of what kind of
journey we’ll experience next. Those unwanted,
unplanned challenges of life may present
themselves at any moment...but we do have a
choice about our mode of travel. We can slow down
and use caution when conditions are less than
optimal. We can resolve not to be rendered helpless
by winds of change. We can ask for directions
before we are hopelessly lost and we can remember
to pack a picnic in case the detours detain us too
long. Although it is hard to believe it now, one day
your journey of grieving will be over. When that
day occurs, perhaps you will see further down life’s
highway than you ever dreamed you would be able
to see again.

Good Grief: Peace in the Storm

By Joanne Sullivan, R.N. & Grief Specialist 

The other day I woke up early and thought I would get a cup of coffee, so
I cranked up the Keurig. While my coffee was being brewed I pulled the
drapes open to the sliding glass door. I got my coffee and sat at the table.
The deck was  blanketed with 2-3 inches of fresh snow and sitting on my
fence were two doves, all cuddled together looking in my door. It was so
quiet and peaceful, all three of us stayed there for about 7 minutes. They
cuddled and cooed and I had tears running down my face. It was the best
gift I could have had as it was nature at her best. Serenity, peace and
calm. I can only wish you that type of peace.

In the midst of such a tumultuous world, let us take advantage of the
small moments of peace. Just as I took the time to sit and watch these
doves, make sure that you take the time in your daily life to focus on
something good and peaceful...no matter how small it is. 

Spring has sprung lots of daylight and great activities. Everyone in our
grief groups knows that you have to get up, get dressed, and get out. Get
out and enjoy the sun shining on your face. Get up and breathe in the
fresh spring air. Get out there and find one thing that you can focus on
that brings you peace and when you do, stay in that moment for as long
as you can, take a deep breath, and find your strength. 

Peace and Kindness, 

Joanne
 

Connect With Us

Stay Tuned: Butterfly Release

The Butterfly Release is back! The Butterfly
Release is a beautiful way to memorialize your
loved one. We will have a date and registration
information for you later this Spring, so make
sure you get our next Newsletter and follow us on
Facebook and Instagram to stay up to date!  


